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Abstract. The field of enterprise modeling seeks to help make organi-
zational decisions that take place under conditions of complexity, ambi-
guity, and conflicting views. But available concepts to describe decision
situations are still in their infancy. A variety of existing model-based
approaches to aid decision making have been developed in adjacent
research fields. The paper investigates a selection of these approaches
and reconstructs central concepts in the form of meta models. Implica-
tions and ways of integrating decision concepts with existing enterprise
modeling methods are considered, and possible avenues for the field of
enterprise modeling are discussed.
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1 Introduction

The conditions within which organizational decisions must be made are com-
plex, ambiguous, and conflict-laden [1]. Decisions in organizations happen in
view of conflicting goals [2], contradictory problem definitions [3], and increas-
ingly volatile markets and environments. In consequence, it is long apparent that
decision makers in organizations can profit from support (e.g., [2,4]).

The field of enterprise modeling (EM) seeks to offer conceptual means to
describe, integrate, and analyze multidisciplinary views of an organization [5,
pp. 942–943] [6, pp. 18–20]. It is conventionally argued that enterprise modeling
can aid decision making. Help is supposed to be offered by virtue of explicat-
ing links between different areas of an enterprise, stimulating multidisciplinary
discussions, and enabling various domain-specific analyses (see, e.g., [5, pp. 943–
944] [6, pp. 9–20]). But although this sort of decision support is implicit in the
notion of enterprise modeling, common methods such as For Enterprise Modeling
(4EM) [6], ArchiMate [7], or Multi-Perspective Enterprise Modeling (MEMO) [5]
offer few, if any, specific concepts to describe decision situations.

The lack of decision-related concepts in enterprise modeling has already been
recognized, and some suggestions have been made as to the extension of existing
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methods with decision concepts (see, e.g., [8–10]). Incorporating decision mod-
els in enterprise models may be useful in several ways. For example, integrated
models could help document and evaluate the determinants considered in cer-
tain types of recurring decision processes (see [8]). This could contribute to a
continuous (re-)assessment of decision practices in the organization—an effort
whose practical relevance has come to recognition (see [4,11]). It would also be
possible to model and analyze particular decision situations. This would address
aims similar to those of known kinds of decision models (see, e.g., [12, pp. 105–
112]) but with an enhanced account of the organizational context. Furthermore,
the models could be used to document particular past decisions (see [9]). But
while previous research has indicated these and other benefits, most existing
contributions are still in an early stage of development.

Meanwhile, using models to support decision making has a long tradition.
Different research fields have long been developing and putting to use model-
based approaches to analyze decision situations. That includes research fields
such as decision theory and analysis [2,13–15], systems thinking research [16,
17], management and consulting studies [3,12], and more remote fields such
as political studies [18]. Example approaches include decision trees, influence
diagrams, cognitive mapping, and Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) [16,17].
In view of their different backgrounds, it can be assumed that these existing
approaches, when taken together, offer a wide variety of different concepts to
make sense of decision situations.

In order to advance research on incorporating decision concepts in enterprise
modeling, this paper seeks to contribute to the development of a broader perspec-
tive on possible concepts to describe decision situations. The paper makes two
contributions. One is to obtain a set of decision-related concepts which have been
discussed extensively in a rich body of existing research. This is done by review-
ing a selection of classical decision modeling approaches and reconstructing their
concepts in the form of meta models. Second, implications and prospects for the
field of enterprise modeling are formulated and discussed to indicate research
avenues for the development of decision modeling extensions.

The paper proceeds as follows. In Sect. 2, selected theoretical lines of decision
research are summarized. The current state of decision concepts in the field of
EM is assessed in Sect. 3. Classical decision modeling approaches are analyzed
in Sect. 4. Implications and possible avenues are discussed in Sect. 5. The paper
closes with a call for further research in Sect. 6.

2 Theoretical Views on Decisions

Human decision making and problem solving processes are investigated in many
disciplines. To prepare the discussion in Sect. 4, selected insights of descriptive
decision research are briefly visited. What is a decision? Ordinary definitions
in many research fields state that it is a choice among a set of alternatives [1,
pp. 10–11] [19, p. 11]. An individual who must make a decision is thought to
have to choose between a set of alternative courses of action. A good or “opti-
mal” choice, according to this view, is seen as one that maximizes the presumed
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attainment of pursued goals [1, p. 11]. This view is shared in wide parts of
various research fields, including psychology (see, e.g., [20, pp. 656–657] [21,
pp. 568–572]) and decision analysis (see, e.g., [2, pp. 806–807]). The choice view
directs attention at some aspects of decision making and neglects others. What
it neglects is that neither the full context of a decision situation, let alone all
possible courses of action [22, p. 81], may be readily apparent to an individual
as soon as a need to make a decision is perceived. Rather, these aspects have
to be explored and constructed gradually [20, p. 658]. In consequence, decisions
have been recognized to emerge from perhaps lengthy processes [23, pp. 39–40]
[24, p. 246].

How does a decision process unfold? Many theories exist. It has been argued
that a decision process is initiated as soon as an individual perceives that a
situation warrants action but it is not obvious what kind of action may be
adequate (cf. [19, p. 127] [23, p. 102]). In this connection, it is often distin-
guished between situations that are more routinized or rule-driven and situations
that require conscious deliberation and reflection (e.g., coined ‘programmed’
and ‘non-programmed’ decisions by [23, p. 46]). Situations of the latter kind
are commonly referred to as ‘problems’ (see, e.g., [17,25,26]). However, it has
been contended that a situation may be seen as a ‘problem’ only inasmuch as
an individual construes it as one [3, p. 8] [19, p. 127]. In this sense, problems
have become understood as human constructions rather than as objective enti-
ties [27, pp. 326–330] [3, p. 8] [26, p. 35]. The argument may also be relevant
when considering common distinctions between ‘well-structured’ and ‘unstruc-
tured’ problems, where the determinants of the former are thought to be clear in
advance, while those of the latter require investigation (cf. [27, pp. 321–330]; see
also [25, pp. 4–9]). As has been pointed out, even the structure of ‘structured’
problems is not a property of an objective situation, but the result of a human
interpretation [27, pp. 321–332] [26, p. 35]. Once a decision process is initiated,
a plethora of modes of behavior and cognitive processes have been hypothesized
to be functional, including information search, solution generation, and various
evaluation and choice heuristics and strategies (see, e.g., [21, pp. 581–601] [20,
pp. 658–674]). In case an acceptable course of action is identified, a decision
process may result in a decision—not necessarily in the sense of choice, but as
a commitment to this course of action [4, p. 24] [24, p. 246]. Finally, matters
become more complicated when considering collective decision processes. Indi-
viduals in organizations are working in a social context. In consequence, it has
also been argued that problems, in the process of being analyzed and discussed,
are socially constructed (see, e.g., [3,25]). But aside from a collaboration-centric
dimension, the social context is also recognized to add modes of behavior such
as power exertion, manipulation, and bargaining (e.g., [1,3]).

3 Decisions in EM: Current State and Related Work

Enterprise models are intended to describe both sociological-organizational and
informational-technological facets of an enterprise in a manner which points out
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the interleaving between them [5, pp. 942–943] [6, p. 29]. It would therefore
seem plausible to expect that EM approaches offer concepts to describe decision
processes and problem situations in the organizational context. In this section, it
is reviewed whether this is so. First, existing EM methods are reviewed. Second,
attention is directed at specific decision modeling extensions.

General Enterprise Modeling Methods. A variety of EM methods exists (for
recent overviews, see [6, pp. 233–272] [28]). Three common example methods
that specifically aim to cover different areas of an enterprise are For Enterprise
Modeling (4EM) [6], ArchiMate [7], and Multi-Perspective Enterprise Modeling
(MEMO) [5]. These are briefly reviewed to indicate conventional concepts in the
field. 4EM does not provide a specific decision concept. But concepts are offered
to create ‘goals models’, which most importantly encompass the concept of a
‘goal’ [6, p. 88]. In addition, ‘goals models’ may include the related concepts
‘problem’, ‘cause’, ‘constraint’, and ‘opportunity’ [6, p. 88]. In the context of
business process models, an ‘OR’ split concept can be found which can be con-
strued as a decision concept in the sense of a choice [6, p. 121]. ArchiMate [7]
also does not offer a ‘decision’ concept. Decision-related concepts can be found
in the motivation extension [7, pp. 141–152]. These are essentially normative in
nature, including the concept of a ‘goal’ plus the related concepts ‘driver’ and
‘requirement’ [7, pp. 143–148]. There are also the concepts ‘constraint’ and ‘prin-
ciple’ [7, pp. 149–151]. MEMO is an enterprise modeling method that comprises
a set of integrated modeling languages to describe different views on an enter-
prise [5, p. 946]. The goal concepts ‘EngagementGoal’ and ‘SymbolicGoal’ can
be found in a comprehensive goal modeling language [29, pp. 10–12]. Further, in
the context of a business process modeling language, the concept ‘branching’ is
defined to describe branching points in processes [30, p. 56]. Its attribute ‘deci-
sion’ can be used to indicate whether that path choice is rule-driven or requires
human expertise [30, p. 54]. Decision-related aspects are also implicit in various
attributes such as ‘justification’ (see, e.g., [29, p. 11]). Recently, an extension to
describe decision processes has been suggested [8], which is mentioned below.

In sum, common EM methods mainly offer decision concepts in four respects
(although the level of detail and elaborateness varies significantly). (1) They offer
goal and other teleological concepts; (2) they offer exclusive path choice concepts
for business processes; (3) they offer coarse concepts related to problems; and
(4) they can document various kinds of decisions implicitly by means of justifica-
tory or explanatory attributes. What is missing, however, are dedicated concepts
to describe decision situations or decision processes in detail.

Specific Decision Modeling Approaches. In view of the situation indicated above,
some extensions to model decisions in the context of enterprise models have been
suggested. An approach to document the rationales for design decisions in enter-
prise architecture (EA) management is developed by [9]. The approach mainly
takes an ex-post view of decisions. Its main concepts include ‘EA Decision’, ‘EA
Issue’, ‘Decision-Making Strategy’, ‘Strategy Rationale’, ‘Criterion’, and vari-
ous relationships including ‘Decomposition’ and ‘Alternative’ [9, pp. 135–137].
Instances of these concepts can be linked to elements in EA models to explain
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how they have been arrived at [9, pp. 135–137]. A domain-specific modeling
language as an extension to EM methods (in particular, MEMO) has been pro-
posed in [8]. It aims to permit modeling organizational decision process types
plus their context from various perspectives [8, pp. 183–186]. Its main con-
cepts to describe problem situations include ‘DecisionPremise’, ‘ValueDecision-
Premise’, ‘AbstracGoal’ (resued from [29]), ‘FactualDecisionPremise’, ‘Action-
Variable’, ‘SituationalAspect’, ‘EnvironmentalFactor’, and relationships such as
‘RelevanceRelation’ and ‘PresumedInfluenceRelation’ [8, pp. 187–189]. The app-
roach intends to support continuous reflections about the premises as well as the
organizational-regulatory and information-technological conditions of decision
processes [8, pp. 183–186]. As an industry-driven initiative, the Decision Model
and Notation (DMN) has been suggested by the Object Management Group
(OMG) [10]. It permits to describe the logic and rationale of decisions and link
them to business processes and organizational units [10, pp. 23–53]. Its under-
lying definition of a decision as an “act of determining an output value [...],
from a number of input values, using logic” [10, p. 23] makes it clear that the
focus of DMN is placed on more routine operational decisions (cf. [7, p. 27]).
The provided concepts include ‘Decision’, ‘InformationRequirement’, ‘Knowl-
edgeSource’, ‘InputData’, and various relationships [10, pp. 37–53]. Comprehen-
sive mechanisms are provided to specify the rules for choosing among given input
values, including decision tables and an expression language [7, pp. 70–141].

Wrapping up the discussion, it can be summarized that work is in progress
to augment enterprise modeling approaches with decision concepts. Even in this
early stage, the existing contributions indicate a considerable range of possible
uses for such concepts. However, as the development of each approach sets out
from an individual starting premise, the respective publications do not discuss
markedly different concepts to describe decision situations. In particular, while
there seems to be a minimal consensus on concepts to describe more clear deci-
sion situations (e.g., alternatives and criteria), only a few broader concepts (e.g.,
‘SituationalAspect’; [8]) are available to describe decision situations that might
be interpreted as less structured. In the following section, this paper seeks to
contribute to advancing research in this direction by intending to unveil long-
standing, yet varied decision concepts developed in different research fields.

4 Classical Decision Modeling Approaches

Different model-based approaches to facilitate decision making and problem solv-
ing have been proposed in the literature and advanced in practice. A selection of
such tools are reviewed and discussed below. The approaches have been selected
in view of two criteria. First, focus is placed on tools which have found consider-
able use and reception practice and academia. Second, as a contrast to the first
criterion, the tools were selected such as to be deliberately distinct and varied, in
terms of the scientific background, the underlying assumptions, and the specific
concepts used. In particular, the tools have been taken from traditional decision
analysis as well as from skeptical movements in other fields (for comparative
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discussions, see [12, pp. 105–111] [25]). The discussion centers around concepts
to describe decision situations or problems as such. Other relevant aspects, such
as organizational regulations or psychological phenomena, are not considered.
The central concepts of the approaches are reconstructed in the form of meta
models (at level M2) using the MEMO meta modeling language (MML) [31].
The main purpose of the meta models is to point out central concepts; the meta
models do not suffice to specify fully correct models of the respective approaches
(additional constraints are omitted as well). Furthermore, as classical modeling
approaches do not follow the exact same abstraction patterns as are common in
the field of EM, the abstraction levels are not determined unambiguously.

4.1 Concepts in Classical Decision Analysis

There is an abundance of work on decision models in the fields of decision theory
and analysis (for overviews, see, e.g., [2,13–15]). But although advanced mathe-
matical and probability theory is applied, it is commonly asserted that decision
situations are essentially apprehended through the lens of a basic framework (see,
e.g., [14, pp. xxii–xxiii] [15, pp. 13–22]). The elements of this framework resemble
the choice view mentioned in Sect. 2 and can be identified as follows. (1) There
is a set of alternatives among which a decision maker must choose (see, e.g., [2,
p. 807] [13, pp. 1–2] [15, pp. 15–18]). It is often distinguished between discrete
(e.g., different products to be purchased) and continuous alternatives (e.g., the
amount of financial budgets) [13, p. 1]. In case different aspects can be varied the
full alternative space is the set of all combinations of decision variable values.
(2) Perhaps, there are environmental factors which can take different states in
the future [14, pp. xxii–xxiii]. This is sometimes referred to as uncertainty or
risk in general (cf. [2, p. 807]). (3) There is a set of outcomes (or consequences),
each of which is linked to a combination of an alternative and an environmen-
tal state (see, e.g., [2, p. 807]). (4) To evaluate outcomes, it is assumed that
there is at least one and perhaps several goals (or objectives or criteria) (see,
e.g., [2, p. 807] [13, p. 2]). To be able to quantitatively evaluate outcomes with
respect to goals, goal fulfillment values have to be defined. Sometimes the out-
come itself is already taken to represent the extent of goal fulfillment (e.g., in
the case of profit figures which are the better the greater they are). To represent
formal models, specific representational forms have been developed. A selection
of common examples is discussed below.

Decision matrices (or tables) are one of the most common and elementary
representational form used in the field of multi-criteria decision analysis (see,
e.g., [13, pp. 2–3]). Different variants exist. One customary variant assigns out-
come values to particular combinations of an alternative, environmental state
and/or goal (cf. [15, p. 27]). An example is shown in Fig. 1. It is apparent that a
decision matrix displays concrete values for the concepts ‘goal’, ‘environmental
state’, ‘alternative’, and ‘outcome’. Note that the alternative values must be fully
disjunctive. Figure 2 shows a reconstructed meta model for decision matrices.

Decision trees are another ordinary representational form used in decision
analysis (see, e.g., [14, pp. 10–17] [15, pp. 242–243]). The basic purpose of
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Fig. 1. Example decision matrix

Fig. 2. Reconstructed meta model of decision matrices

decision trees, again, is to assign outcome values to all combinations of alter-
native and environmental states. Contrary to decision matrices, however, it is
possible to divide one fully disjunctive alternative space into alternatives for
several sequential decisions [15, p. 242]. Decision trees are tree-like graphs that
consist of three kind of nodes: Decision nodes, chance nodes, and outcome nodes.
Figure 4 shows a reconstructed meta model for decision trees (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Example decision tree

Influence diagrams were first suggested during the 1970s [32, p. 5] [33, p. 144].
They were developed to enable formal reasoning on probabilistic relations [34,
p. 127], while also being able to support communication with non-mathematically
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Fig. 4. Reconstructed meta model of decision trees

trained people [34, p. 127]. Influence diagrams are significantly more compact
than decision trees [33, p. 144], and they especially support probabilistic oper-
ations which are hard to do using decision trees [34, pp. 129–130]. Influence
diagrams consist of two basic kind of nodes: Decision nodes and chance nodes
[34, p. 133]. Decision nodes describe mathematical variables whose value can be
chosen. Chance nodes describe stochastic variables [34, p. 133] whose value can-
not be controlled. There are two special cases of chance nodes. A deterministic
node is a chance node whose conditional probability has a value of one [32, p. 5].
A value node, in turn, is a deterministic node whose value is to be optimized [32,
p. 6]. Arrows that point to chance nodes state that the stochastic variable is con-
ditionally dependent on the result of the preceding chance or decision node [34,
p. 133]. Arrows heading into decision nodes mean that the outcome of the preced-
ing variable is known [34, p. 133]. Importantly, the absence of a link means that
there is probabilistic independence or ignorance of a given outcome [34, pp. 130–
131]. An example of an influence diagram is shown in Fig. 5. Because influence
diagram describe probabilistic dependencies, they can be used for advanced cal-
culations (see [34]). In general, it is evident that influence diagrams are more
abstract than decision trees and matrices. They abstract from concrete values
of variables (e.g., alternatives), essentially offering a way of specifying relations
among choice and random variables. Figure 6 shows a reconstructed meta model
for influence diagrams.

Fig. 5. Example influence diagram
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Fig. 6. Reconstructed meta model of influence diagrams

4.2 Concepts in Problem Structuring Approaches

As the traditional instruments of decision analysis have received a substan-
tial share of criticism [12,25,26], other roads to aid decision making have been
assessed. One stream of research placed emphasis on developing means to sup-
port the elicitation of different problem interpretations, communication among
all stakeholders, and collaborative model-building [25, pp. 9–17] [12, pp. 106–
110]. Methods from this field have become known as ‘problem structuring meth-
ods’ [25, pp. 9–10], and they are sometimes opposed to ‘hard’ approaches as
‘soft’ ones [12, p. 107]. Two common examples are visited below.

Cognitive mapping is a modeling approach that has been used in quite dis-
tinct fields of research, including cognitive psychology, practical business con-
sulting (see, e.g., [3,12]), and political studies (see, e.g., [18]). It is also a part
of more comprehensive methods (see [12, pp. 138–168]). Conceptually, cognitive
mapping is a minimalist approach. It consists of a single concept, whose name is

Fig. 7. Example cognitive map

Fig. 8. Reconstructed meta model of cognitive maps
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in fact ‘concept’ [12, pp. 142–143], and one relation, usually called arrow or arc
[12, pp. 142–143]. A ‘concept’ in cognitive mapping has been defined as “an idea,
issue or concern that has been expressed by someone or agreed by a group” [12,
p. 142]. The arrow, in turn, expresses a causal relationship [3, p. 41] [18, pp. 5–8].
An increase (or decrease) in what is expressed by a given concept is supposed
to also increase (or decrease) what is expressed by a successor. Figure 7 shows
an example. It is apparent that the construct of a ‘concept’ is a loaded one. It
is excessively broad and abstract. In consequence, quite varied aspects can be
indicated by means of a cognitive map. But it is interesting to note how differ-
ent the general idea is from decision analysis. Rather that selecting an “optimal”
alternative, the aim is to “articulate thinking, and see it reflexively in a model
[as a] representation of a part of the world as a particular person sees it” [3,
pp. 43–44]. Figure 8 shows a reconstructed meta model.

Soft Systems Methodology was initially conceived in the 1970s, and it has since
then been advanced and modified over time [16, p. 12]. The motivation for its
inception was the observation that some assumptions of methods from the fields
of decision analysis and operations research proved inadequate for the treatment
of real-world problems [17, pp. 195–200]. For example, a point of criticism was
directed at the assumption that all possible alternatives and consistent goal
systems are already given [25, p. 6] (cf. Sect. 4.1). One of the seminal ideas of
SSM is to apply a “soft” notion of systems to look at problematic situations [16,
p. 14]. For that purpose, the concept of a ‘human activity systems’ was set forth
[16, p. 14]. It is seen as a set “of linked activities which together could exhibit the
emergent property of purposefulness” [16, p. 14]. To guide the use of this idea,
SSM offers a comprehensive framework for thinking. Its different components
cannot be discussed fully here (for overviews, see [16,17]). What is central from a
modeling perspective is that SSM advises to create conceptual models of problem
situations as interlinked human activity systems [17, pp. 218–225]. An example
is provided in Fig. 9. What are the concepts of such models? Besides the concept
of an ‘activity system’ (see above), the second main concept is a ‘purposeful
activity ’ that describes “a transformation process, one in which some entity [...]
is transformed into a different state” [17, p. 219]. Further, activities may be
linked to “indicate the dependency of one activity upon another” [17, p. 223].
A reconstruction of these concepts is shown in Fig. 10. When it comes to using
conceptual models of activity systems, the models, again, are not intended to
imply “optimal” solutions. Instead, it is emphasized that each model will be
based on a particular worldview so that it will present a subjective way of seeing
the problem [17, pp. 204–205]. The essential aim, then, is to support “discussion
[...] to find changes which are both arguably desirable and also culturally feasible
in this particular situation” [17, p. 207].

Taken together, it is apparent that SSM, like cognitive mapping, uses a rather
small set of concepts to incite reflections on problem situations. The model-
ing concepts are generic in nature and do not even include include concepts to
describe possible solutions. The potential usefulness of the approach for tackling
ambiguous problems in social settings has been indicated in a variety of practical
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Fig. 9. Example activity system model (based on [17, p. 204])

Fig. 10. Reconstructed meta model of activity systems as part of SSM

use cases (cf. [16, pp. 11–13]). At the same time, from a modeling perspective,
SSM has been criticized for being simplistic and minimalist [35, pp. 127–128].
This, however, may be a starting point for assessing integration potentials with
enterprise modeling, to which the discussion will now turn.

5 Implications and Prospects

The analysis indicated that a considerable spectrum of concepts can be used to
make sense of problem situations. In this section, implications and integration
points for the field of EM are discussed (Sect. 5.1) and illustrated (Sect. 5.2).

5.1 General Discussion

Key Aims and Integration Points. As has become apparent, the aim of decision
support can be taken in different ways. At one end of the spectrum, it can mean
reasoning on concrete courses of action (see Subsect. 4.1). At the other end of
the spectrum, it can mean aiding discussions on how to structure, understand,
and reconcile different views of a problem (see Subsect. 4.2). While the former
aim may be primarily associated with situations that are more routinized or
pre-analyzed, the latter may be preferable for dealing with more ambiguous,
complex, or novel problems (see [25, pp. 9–12]). In principle, either sort of deci-
sion support could be usefully advanced by incorporating decision concepts in
enterprise models. Generally speaking, such an integration could mean to pre-
pare models of certain kinds of decision situations, to link them to the location
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of an enterprise model where they may typically occur, and to critically reassess
and adjust them periodically. This could contribute to improving organizational
decision making practices over time. Furthermore, the use and interpretation
of the decision models may profit from the domain-specific knowledge in the
enterprise model (see below). Organizational areas where rule-driven or pre-
analyzable decision situations may naturally occur include operational business
processes (see, e.g., [30, pp. 19–20]) and other operational areas of responsibility.
Consequentially, models based on choice-centric concepts (e.g., those of decision
matrices or influence diagrams) could be attached to branching points, activi-
ties, or task concepts in an EM modeling language. The practical use of these
models might consist in analyzing recurring choice situations during operational
processes. Steps in this direction have already been made, although the focus so
far has been placed on prescribing rather than aiding decision making (cf. [10,
pp. 19–21]). With respect to decision processes that deal with more complex and
ambiguous problems, EM languages could be augmented with broader concepts
such as those identified in Sect. 4.2. Model use would then shift to aiding dis-
cussions and explorations into the unclear situations in question. However, in
contrast to operational decisions, it is not obvious how these models could be
integrated with EM methods, as there are few concepts to describe non-routine
decision processes (but see Sect. 3 and [8] for a suggestion in this direction). In
other words, adequate abstractions are needed.

Adequate Abstractions. To develop time-stable models of non-routine decision
situations or decision processes at level M1, it is necessary to develop abstractions
of similar past, present, and future occurrences of these situations or processes
(see also [8, pp. 184, 187]). However, non-routine decision situations are precisely
characterized by novelty or ambiguity. This is a challenge for future research.

Domain-Specificity. The analysis has shown that the concepts which are used
in traditional decision tools are essentially generic in nature (e.g., ‘alternative’,
‘concept’, and ‘activity’). They can be used to describe choices in almost any
domain. Using highly abstract and generic concepts to understand decision mak-
ing, in fact, has a long tradition in decision research, as is demonstrated by the
widely shared choice view (see [21, pp. 568–572]). Contrary to this position, how-
ever, results in psychological research indicate that people who deal with decision
situations draw on, and require, domain-specific knowledge, expertise, and con-
cepts [21, pp. 581–601]. Therefore, an immediate value of enterprise modeling
can be seen in the fact that it offers a rich source of domain specific knowledge,
from the instance level M0 (i.e., knowledge about particular occurrences) to the
(meta) level M2 or higher (i.e., conceptual knowledge). A first step of utilizing
this prospect may consist in integrating decision models in enterprise models
at level M1 (as noted above). But beyond such a straightforward integration,
it would also seem promising to investigate how the domain-specific knowledge
captured in an enterprise model and its linguistic structure at level M2 or above
could be exploited to facilitate more sophisticated deliberation processes.
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Ways of Seeing. Finally, the analysis revealed that different decision modeling
approaches present fundamentally different ways of seeing a problem situation
(cf. [12, p. 106]). The approaches from the field of decision analysis essentially
take an instrumental means-end perspective (cf. [25, pp. 6–7] [27, p. 321]). A
choice must be made among given means (alternatives) such as to achieve given
ends (goals) [25, p. 7]. Cognitive maps, in turn, consider problem situations
solely in terms of causal relations. This permits to describe aspects other than
those captured by the choice framework—but only in causal terms, which itself
excludes other aspects (e.g., teleological ones). The perspective of SSM, in turn,
gives weight to the purposefulness of human activities in problem situations [17,
p. 192]. In contrast to the first perspective, this does not presuppose a solution
space of possible means. As a general conclusion, it may be stated that any set
of decision modeling concepts can bring about a specific way of seeing problem
situations that highlights some aspects and forgoes others. “The language we
used is not neutral and can even become a trap, confusing [...] the way [of]
talking about unsatisfactory situations with reality itself” [27, p. 339]. That
seems important, too, when thinking about modeling languages.

5.2 Illustration of an Example Integration

It has been indicated that enterprise modeling could possibly provide a helpful
basis for decision support. Finally, in order to indicate how an augmentation
of existing EM methods with classical concepts could look like, a simple sce-
nario is illustrated in Fig. 11. The figure displays four partial diagrams of the
enterprise model of a production company. The model is created using various
MEMO languages [5,29,30]. It consists of (1) a partial goal model, (2) a model
of the organizational structure, (3) a model of organizational decision processes,
(4) and a model of a business process. The preliminary concept and notation
of a decision process type (the blue hexagons) are adopted from [8]. Two deci-
sion process types can be found: One is concerned with routine decisions in the
business process (automatic vs. manual production), whereas the other is deal-
ing with a more complex problem (reconsidering and possibly restructuring the
entire production process). The key point is that these decision process types are
linked to partial classical decision models. In line with the nature of the decision
processes, the more routinized one is detailed by means of a decision matrix.
For the less structured and predetermined one, an excerpt of a cognitive map is
attached, which could be used to reflect on the assumed causal relations.

What are the prospects of such an integration? First, and most importantly,
embedding the classical models with enterprise models enriches them with infor-
mation on the relevant context. This is indicated by the violet dotted lines. For
example, the goals which are considered in the decision matrix in fact correspond
to goals specified in the organizational goal system (see partial diagram 1). As
another example, the different concepts in the cognitive map are linked to differ-
ent elements of the enterprise model, such as units of the organizational structure
(partial diagram 3), or activities in the business process (partial diagram 4). This
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Fig. 11. Illustration of an example integration

can be assumed to foster interpretation of the decision situation, while also offer-
ing connection points for further analyses in the enterprise model. Furthermore,
it would be possible to augment the links with additional attributes that could be
used to make explicit the underlying assumptions, or to note estimations regard-
ing their validity. Finally, in case such integrated models would be maintained
over time, they could be used as part of continuous management processes to
reassess, and perhaps improve decision making practices.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

Decision making is at the heart of human action. An analysis of classical model-
based approaches has brought to the fore quite distinct conceptual ways of dis-
secting decision situations. Apparent linking points and complementary benefits,
as well as general prospects and challenges of enriching the field of enterprise
modeling with decision concepts have been discussed. Various paths for future
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research can be suggested. First, it would generally seem promising to advance
the use of EM for purposes of decision support, both in the long term and
for specific situations. In particular, support for decision processes dealing with
complex, ambiguous, or novel problems can be greatly enhanced. Second, further
attention could be directed at the potential role of enterprise models as stocks of
domain-specific (conceptual) knowledge in decision processes. Third, to realize
decision models that are useful in the long term, it seems necessary to advance
conceptions of type abstractions of decision situations or processes. Finally, the
analysis has also indicated that awareness may be raised on the possible limits
and biases of the language used to speak about decisions.
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